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THE ENDORSEMENT OF THE SEPTUAGINT.

on account of difference of idiom. H we might venture to
multiply here by eight, we might find Cod. Vat. to differ
nearly as much from the Roman text as do some of the
editions and 11188. which he mentions.
The variations of the Roman text from Cod. Vat. were
surely not derived from older MSS., for the MS. next in age
used by the editors, was of the eighth or ninth century.
A collation of the citations in the Epistle to the Hebrews
(which in view of the language of Tholuck above we may
presume to be a fair specimen) with the three oldest MSS. of
the Sept. accessible; viz. Codices Vat., Sin., and Alex. gives
us the following:
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Thus it is seen that the earliest authorities, the Vat. and
Sin., differ from the Roman text, in that they agree more
nearly with the Hebrew but are more unlike the New Test.,
while the .Alex., which is later, differs in that it agrees better
with the New Test. but is more unlike the Hebrew. We
1111 rally infer that 11188. earlier than the Vat. and Sin. would,
if we had them, exhibit a greater contrast with the Roman
Text and the later 11188. than these do, and hence that the
• cpt. text of the time of the apostles would differ yet more
from the Roman text in the same respects; viz. that it would
rc emble the Hebrew more and the New Test. less in those
quotations in which the New Test. differed from the Hebrew.
.A. consideration of the history of that period leads us to
the same result. The New Test. text was current for more
than two hundred years before our oldest MSS. were written
or Ongen's Hexapla was copied. It was commonly bound in
1 T he readings of Cod. Alex. were taken ftoom Tischendorf'e Sept., hence the
vorillrious of orthography do not all appear. The other 1Ua. were collued ill
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How remarkable, if the apostles possessed MSS. of the Old
Test., and read for themselves, that in all his recor ed ex·
positions to them of the Old Test., Jesus never once reminds
them of what they had read, or counsels them to read those
words which testify of him; but tells them (Matt. v. 21, etc.) I
quoting, in part at least, the Decalogue," Ye have heart'l,"
etc., and advises them (Matt. xxiii. 3) to "observe anu do
all whatsoever" the learned Scribes and Pharisees, though
" hypocrites, fools, and blind," bid them to observe. At the
same time he often reminds these learned men of what tltey
had read, and advises them to "search the scriptw'es"
(John v. 39).
Again, these apparent quotations of the Sept. are often
very peculiar. Warrington 1 has conclusively shown that it
is impossible to assign good reasons for the choice of the
Sept. in those instances in which it seems to be preferred.
Fairbairn 2 says of the Sept. : " Sometimes it is followell with
great regularity for a series of passages, and then it is suddenly abandoned, at places where its rendering is not less, or
is even more, exact. 'Thus at Matt. xxviii. 9, 10. So again at
John xv. 25, the Sept. is departed from where it literally
renders the original, but in the two following citations it is
implicitly followed." He admits that this treatment of ilia
Sept. is to him inexplicable.
H the writers of the New Test. quoted from MSS., how shall
we explain the fact that in many passages they depart from
both Hebrew and Sept., as in Matt. xxi. 5,13, and in many
other places?
Shall we suppose a corruption of our MSS. of both Hebrew
and Sept. texts, and, as would be often required, both to the
same el,ient, and in the same way? We might n out as
easily ilius explain all variations of the New Test. citations
from the Old Test. texts. Besides this, it has been observed a
that the writers of the New Test. sometimes agree with each
other with great verbal exactness in passages in whi h tlIcy
1 The Inspiration of Scripture, cbap. 3.

I Berm. Man., p. 45~.

• Lee on Inspiration, p. 358.
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